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tjgdigitalsigns.com LED Mesh

LED mesh is ideal for portable use like trade shows or theater scenery and also for permanent installation as 
DJ Stages and stadium displays both indoor and outdoor.  The picture shows an illuminated large full color 
display and one of the panels that the screen is built from.  LED mesh screens can display video and anima-
tion just as traditional LED signs.   Lightweight mesh panels create opportunities to deploy bright colorful 
LED where the weight and bulky size of traditional LED signage would be unacceptable and they open new 
possibilities for architectural lighting and retail displays.

LED mesh is built on large circuit boards with surface mount (SMD) technology.  In the above picture of 
indoor mesh, the aluminum front panel has two sets of perforations, the large holes match holes in the 
circuit board and smaller holes at the intersections of the strips allow SMD LEDs on the circuit board to 
show through holes in the metal.   The panels also allow light through so in applications where they cover 
windows, it is still possible to have daylight when the screen is turned o�.  The tables below list speci�ca-
tions for our most popular outdoor and indoor products.  Note the P8.9mm mesh panels have angled 
edges so they can be installed around curves.

Outdoor mesh too, has lightweight rugged mechanical construction for easy setup and long life.  Built with 
anodized aluminum frames, the electronics are sealed within each section.  All sections have horizontal and 
vertical mechanical locks and waterproof power and data cables to connect sections together.  The 
assembled LED curtain can be attached to a frame or can be hung from a rigging bar that is included when 
you buy a screen.  The screen can be packaged in �ight cases that you can use to store and transport it.

Assembling the screen in the �eld is easy using the connectors built into each section.  Start by connecting 
the bottom row horizontally with the “S” connectors built into the sides of each section.    Sections are 
connected vertically with the retractable fast-locks built into each section.   The graphic below has detailed 
pictures of the mechanical and electrical connectors built into our P12.5mm outdoor mesh.  You can see 
how easy it is to assemble and install.  All mesh sections have similar assembly connectors, di�ering if 
indoor or outdoor and the size of the panels.

Light weight and the ability to hang screens from wall or ceiling mounts allow you to create di�erent 
shapes like tall signs on columns.  Visit our LED mesh solutions page for more ideas and examples of how to 
use them and of course call us anytime for more information and to discuss your ideas.
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tjgdigitalsigns.com LED Mesh
P8.9 mm LED Outdoor Curved Mesh Speci�cations 

Number of cabinets determines �nished sign size.  Sign is built by assembling cabinets. 

Pixel pitch 8.92mm   Pixel size and shape 2.5mm circle 
Size of module 71.4mm × 500mm   Pixels in module 8 x 56 
Size of cabinet (W x H x D) 500mm × 1,000mm × 70mm   Pixels in cabinet (W x H) 56 x 112 
Area of cabinet 0.500 m²   Pixel density 12,544 pixels/m² 
Pixel configuration 1R 1G 1B   Red wavelength 625±2nm 
Colors 68.7 billion   Blue wavelength 470±2nm 
Horizontal viewing angle 140°   Green wavelength 525±2nm 
Brightness 5,000 cd/ m2   Control method Synchronization 
Best viewing distance ≥10m   Driving method Constant current 
Color temperature 6,500K   IP grade IP65 
Gray scale 256 levels per color   Working voltage AC220V/110V±10% 
Frame frequency 60Hz   Maximum power consumption ＜600 W / m2 
Refresh frequency ≥1,200Hz   MTBF More than 10,000 hours 
Working temperature -20°C to +45°C   Life span 100,000 hours 
     

P10.41 mm LED Indoor Mesh Speci�cations 

Number of cabinets determines �nished sign size.  Sign is built by assembling cabinets. 

Pixel pitch 10.41mm   Pixel size and shape 2.5mm circle 
Size of module 84mm × 500mm   Pixels in module 8 x 48 
Size of cabinet 500mm × 1,000mm x 80mm   Pixels in cabinet 48 x 96 
Area of cabinet 0.500 m²   Pixel density 9,216 pixels/m² 
Pixel configuration 1R 1G 1B   Red wavelength 625±2nm 
Colors 68.7 billion   Blue wavelength 470±2nm 
Horizontal viewing angle 150°   Green wavelength 525±2nm 
Brightness 1,200 cd/ m²   Control method Synchronization 
Best viewing distance ≥10m   Driving method 1/2 scan 
Color temperature 6,500K   IP grade IP54 
Gray scale 256 levels per color   Working voltage AC220V/110V±10% 
Frame frequency 60Hz   Maximum power consumption ＜600 W / m2 
Refresh frequency ≥2,000Hz   MTBF More than 10,000 hours 
Working temperature -20°C to +45°C   Life span 100,000 hours 
     

P12.5 mm LED Outdoor Mesh Speci�cations 

Number of cabinets determines �nished sign size.  Sign is built by assembling cabinets. 

Pixel pitch 12.5mm   Pixel size and shape 2.5mm circle 
Size of module (W x H) 47.5mm × 500mm   Pixels in module 40 x 4 
Size of cabinet (W x H x D) 500mm × 500mm × 75mm   Pixels in cabinet (W x H) 40 x 40 
Area of cabinet 0.25 m²   Pixel density 6,400 pixels/m² 
Pixel configuration 1R 1G 1B   Red wavelength 625±2nm 
Colors 4.4 trillion   Blue wavelength 470±2nm 
Viewing angle 140° H x 70° V   Green wavelength 525±2nm 
Brightness 5,000 cd/ m2   Control method Synchronization 
Best viewing distance ≥15m   Driving method 1/2 scan 
Color temperature 6,500K   IP grade IP54 
Gray scale 256 levels per color   Working voltage AC220V/110V±10% 
Frame frequency 60Hz   Maximum power consumption ＜800 W / m2 
Refresh frequency ≥1,000Hz   MTBF More than 10,000 hours 
Working temperature -30°C to +60°C   Life span 100,000 hours 
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P16 mm LED Indoor Mesh Speci�cations 

Number of cabinets determines �nished sign size.  Sign is built by assembling cabinets. 

Pixel pitch 16mm   Pixel size and shape 2.5mm circle 
Size of module 256mm × 256mm   Pixels in module 16 x 16 
Size of cabinet 1024mm x 768mm   Pixels in cabinet 48 x 96 
Area of cabinet 0.78 m²   Pixel density 3,906 pixels/m² 
Pixel configuration 1R 1G 1B   Red wavelength 625±2nm 
Colors  16.77 million   Blue wavelength 470±2nm 
Horizontal viewing angle 120°   Green wavelength 525±2nm 
Brightness 1,800 cd/ m²   Control method Synchronization 
Best viewing distance ≥20m   Driving method 1/2 scan 
Color temperature 6,500K   IP grade IP65 front - IP54 rear 
Gray scale 10 bits   Working voltage AC220V/110V±10% 
Frame frequency 60Hz   Maximum power consumption ＜250 W / m2 
Refresh frequency 180Hz   MTBF More than 10,000 hours 
Working temperature -10°C to +45°C   Life span 100,000 hours 
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